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The source of the sitcom is America. Since 1947 the first American 
Sitcom 《Mary kay and Jonney》was broadcasted, now hundreds of sitcoms 
belonging to various kinds have been coming out. The first Chinese  
sitcom  was 《I love my family》 in 1994. Due to the late starting , 
Chinese sitcom learns the structure and form from America sitcom. As a 
new drama style, the entertainment of the sitcom is highly appreciated 
by audiences. After 20 years’ development, from a strange to the 
familiar, the sitcom has undergone dramatic changes. But overall, 
Chinese sitcom, no matter in forms and subject matters are not as mature 
as Amercian sitcom and even less mature than China's own TV series, 
therefore Chinese sitcom has not been given enough attention and it is 
difficult to squeeze in prime time on television. Even so, Chinese sitcom 
gradually developed and formed some unique characteristics. Since 2000, 
the sitcoms in China begin to blossom everywhere, especially some local 
television stations, based on the domestic market, produce and broadcast 
some strong geographical characteristics of dialect sitcom and achieve 
outstanding results. 
     Studying the trend of Native American sitcom style introducing to 
China, is good for understanding the relationship between different 
social cultural background and the television shows, as well as the 
sitcom development strategy,  so it is a useful and interesting subject. 
Based on this, this article describes the development history of American 
and Chinese sitcoms, compares American sitcom “friends" to Chinese 
sitcom “My own swordsman" through data collection from the cultural 
perspective，clarifies the advantage of American sitcom and Chinese 















great contribution to theoretical researches and practical operations 
from the culture perspective. 
    The main conclusions are as followings: First, American and Chinese 
sitcom have their own characteristics and show different appearances; 
Second, the differences between American and Chinese sitcom are related 
to the culture resons. Finally, under the background of globalization, 
in order to further and fully develop, Chinese sitcoms must coordinate 
the relationship between globalization and localization from the 
perspective of culture; form culture industry chain and develop cultural 
industry; enhance the cultural quality and create a good cultural 
atmosphere. 
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喜剧大繁荣的 2005 年为例，也能说明一些问题。在 2005 年九大类的电视剧收
视份额中，“警匪、法治类” 多，有 206 部，其次是“家庭伦理/社会问题”
类，有 189 部，然后是“武侠传奇”类为 143 部，而“情景喜剧”只有 42 部。
从影响力上看，是农村题材 高，是 2.2%，情景喜剧 低，仅 1.1%。在平均收




类别 剧目数 栏目数 平均收视率 总收视率点 影响力系数 
言情、偶像剧 84 127 6.7 857.0 1.5 
家庭伦理、社会问题 189 297 7.6 2268.5 1.6 
情景喜剧 42 48 9.1 434.8 1.1 
农村题材 18 40 9.7 388.3 2.2 
革命战争、军旅题材 124 249 7.4 1834.9 2.0 
警匪、法治 206 279 7.1 1992.1 1.4 
古装历史 110 175 7.1 1243.7 1.6 
武侠、传奇、科幻 143 207 7.1 1467.5 1.4 
















                                                        















































































么，它怎样运作》（Sitcom: 《What It Is，How It works》）这样专门研究情
景喜剧的理论专著之外；二是许多研究电视理论的著作专门开辟出章节来阐述
情景喜剧的理论，如大卫·麦克奎恩的《理解电视》③、约翰·塔洛克的《电视
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